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ON INVARIANT SETS AND ON
A THEOREM OF WAZEWSKI1
PHILIP HARTMAN

Abstract.
The first part of the paper treats the question of the
existence of a solution x=x(t) of an ordinary differential equation
which exists for t ^r„ and remains in a given closed set F for every
assigned initial point (r0, x(t0))eF or, in the autonomous case,
x(f0)eF. The results involve conditions which, for the autonomous
case, reduce to dist(jc°-r-A/(;c°), F)/A—0 as A->-(-0 for all x"eF.
The second part of the paper deals with theorems of the Wazewski
type which, in some situations, permit the relaxation of the
hypothesis that egress points are strict egress points.

1. Invariant sets.

We shall first prove

Theorem 1. Let Qc£" be open, £<=Q relatively closed in Q, and
f: Q—>En continuous. Then a necessary and sufficient condition that, for
every x0gF, at least one solution x=x(i) of the initial value problem

(1)

x'=f{x),

x(0) = x0,

satisfies x{t)eF on its right maximal interval of existence is that

(2)

d(x° + hf(x°), F)/h^0,ash^+0,

where d(x, £)=inf|x—

for all x° e F,

y\for _ye£.

The necessity of (2) is obvious. The converse becomes false if one
replaces "at least one" by "every". This can be seen from the scalar
example x'=x1/3, Q=£1, £={0}. A result corresponding to Theorem 1
was proved by Brezis [1] under the additional assumption that/is locally
uniformly Lipschitz continuous. His proof depended in an essential way
on this assumption and is quite different from the proof of Theorem 1

below.
Proof.
Assume (2). It is sufficient to prove the existence of a solution
x=x(r) of (1), x(t)eF, on a small interval [0, a]. Let b>0 be so small that
the closed ball 22„={x: |x—x0|^2¿>} is in Í2, and let M satisfy |/(x)|^M
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on S26, and <x=o/2Af. Any initial value problem
x'=/(x),

x(r°) = x°e26,

has a solution x=x°(i), x°(r)e£2M on [i°, t°+2a]. Let x°e£nSi) and for
te[t°, t°+<x], choose a >>(e£ satisfying í/(x°-|-(?-(0)/(x0), £)=|x°+
(/w0)/(x0)-j>(|.

C3)

Thus, as i^f0+0,

to - *°(0I^ l*°(0- *° - (/ - f°)/(*°)l
+ dix? + it-

t°)fix°), F) = oit - t°).

Hence, as t^t°+0,
(4)

iyt - x°)/it - t") = (x°(í) - x°)/(f - í») + o(l) =/(x°)

+ o(l).

If e>0 and S>0 is sufficiently small, then (3), (4) imply that the linear
function Lit) defined by
(5)

Lit) = Lit; x°, t°, S) = x° + it-

satisfies £(í°)=x°e£,

t°)iyt<,+s- x°)/S

£(f°+S)=jto+seFand

\L\t) -/(KO)l = \(y** - x°)lS -fiLit))\ ^ e on [ta,/« + S].
Let 0<£^M.
Let Qe denote the collection of pairs iX, T), where
0<7^a
and X=Xit) is a function on the interval [0, T] satisfying
(i) X(0)=x0; XiT)eF; (ii) \X(t)-X(s)\^2M\t-s\
for O^s, t^T; hence

(in) \X(t)-x0\^2MT^2M«.=b

on

[0, T];

(iv) |.X"(r)--/(.¥(í))|S¡2e

almost everywhere; finally, (v) every subinterval of [0, T] of length ^e
contains a point í=í0 such that Xit0)eF.
The set £?£is not empty. It contains, for example, the pair (L, S), where
L is the linear function £(?) = £(?; x0, 0, S) in (5) and S>0 is small.
Introduce a partial ordering in QEas follows: (A\, 7,1)<(A'2, r2) if TX<T2
and A^fO, rjsXi.
It is clear that any chain in Qc possesses an upper
bound in Q£. Thus, by Zorn's lemma, Qc contains a maximal element
iXc, TE). Then Te=ol, for otherwise we can extend Xcit) to an interval
[0, Te+S] as the linear function L(i)=L(f ; XtiTc), Tt, S) on [Tc, Tc+S],

where S>0 is sufficiently small.
By the Ascoli-Arzela theorem, there is a sequence e(l)>£(2)>-•

•

such that e(m)-i-0 and xit)=\im Xe{m)it) exists uniformly on [0, a], as
m-^-oo. Clearly, x(f) is a solution of (1) and xit)eF on [0, a].

This proof is also valid in the nonautonomous

case and gives

Theorem 2. Let Qc£n+1 be open, £c£2 relatively closed in Q, and
f. £2—>-£"continuous. Then a necessary and sufficient condition that, for
every (i0, x0)e£, at least one solution x=x(f) of the initial value problem

(6)

x'=fit,x),

x(r0) = x0,
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satisfies (t, x{t))eF on its right maximal interval of existence is that

d((t» + h, x» + hf(t\ x0)),F)\h - 0, as h - + 0,
for all (t°, x°) e £.
Using this result, the smoothness conditions of Theorem 2 of Brezis
[I] can be reduced accordingly. This involves a simplification, but no
essential modification, of Brezis's proof. We indicate this by proving a
related theorem.
Corollary
1. Let Qc£"+1
of class C1for l_rc_w, and

(8)

be open, f:Q-+En

Lk(t°, x°) sLt + Lx-f<0

(9)

continuous, Lk:D.-*E1

if (r°, x°) e IP,

IP = {(t, x):Lk(t, x) = 0 and L'(t, x) = Ofor 1 <; ¿ m},

where Lt=dLjdt, Lx=gr&dx L, and L(ttX)=gr&d(tíX)L. Let 7=7(r°, x°) be
the set of indices k, l^k^m, for which (t°, x0)eIP, Lk(t°, x°) = 0 and,
if I is not empty, suppose that either
(10)

Lktx)(t°, x°), k e I, are linearly

independent,

or that

(II)

Lk(t° + h, x° + hf(t°, x0)) = 0 for small h^Oandke

Then at least one solution x=x(t)

(12)

x' = fit, x), x(t0) = x0,

satisfies Lk(t, x{t))^0for

l=rc_m

I.

of the initial value problem

where Lk(t0, x0) _ Ofor I < k ^ m,
on its right maximal interval of existence.

A condition involving the alternative (10) or (11) cannot be omitted (even
in the autonomous case), as can be seen from the example n—2, x=
(x\ x2),f(t, x) = (l, 0),m=2,nndL1(t,x)=x2,L2(t,x)=\x-(0,
1)|»-1,
so that £^0,
£2=0 only for x=(0,0).
But the solution x=x(i)
with the initial condition x(0)=0 is x{t)=(t, 0). This example also shows
that the condition involving (10) or (11) cannot be relaxed as follows:
the index set 7C{1, • • • , m} can be written as a disjoint union 7=7XU72
such that Lkt,X)(t°, x°), kelx, are linearly independent and the inequality

in (11) holds for k&I2.See Theorem 3 below if the set £= Ç) {Lk£0} is the
closure of its interior.
Proof.
Let £={(/, x):Lk(t, x)=0 for 1=£=m}. In view of Theorem
2, it suffices to verify (7) at a point, say (t°, x°)=(0, 0), such that 7=7(0, 0)

is not empty and (10) holds. Let 7(0, 0)={1, ■• ■,p}, where l^p^m,
so that either £*(0, 0)<0 or ¿*(0, 0)<0 for k>p. Let Ak=Lk{Lx)(0,0)
for l^k^p
and v=(l,f(0, 0)), so that Al5 • ■• , A„ and v are constant
(«+!)-vectors

satisfying Aj.-y=0 and Ax, • • • , AP are linearly independent.
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Let f=(r, x)=(|1, • • • , r+1) and j?=<¿(|) a local CMiffeomorphism
of the |-space into an rj-space such that c/>(0)=0 and the Jacobian matrix

<pl= id<piO)ld$)is the identity, so that Ak=<plAk,v=<f>lv.It sufficesto
verify (7) at r¡=0 when d((h, A/(0,0)), F)=divh, F) is replaced by
d(<pivh), (piF)), i.e., if the line segment Ç=hv for small h~t.O is replaced
by its image arc C:r¡ = (pihv) and £ by <piF). Hence, it can be supposed

that, in a neighborhood of r¡=0,
{r¡:Lk<:0}

= {r):Ak-r)^0}

for 1 ^ k ^ p,

while L*(0, 0)<0 or Lki0, 0)<0 for Ä:>/7. The condition Afc-u=0 means
that £^0 on the line segment TT={r¡\r]=hv for small A^O}, &^/?. Clearly,
if k>p, Lk-^0 also holds on 7t and hence tre<piF). Since w is tangent to

C:r]=<pihv) at A=0, (7) holds at ??=0.
Corollary
2. Leí Q<=£"+1 o<? o/?en, £<=Q a convex set relatively
closed in Í2, and /:Q—►£" continuous. Then a necessary and sufficient
condition that, for every (?0, x0)e£, at least one solution x=x(?) of the
initial value problem (6) satisfies it, x(r))e£o« its right maximal interval of
existence is that A-(l,/(i°,
x°))^0 for every (f°, x°)e3£nQ
and every
outward normal A to F at it", x°).

By an outward normal to £ at (/°, x°)edF is meant an (n + 1)-vector A
satisfying A-(i—1°, x—x°)^0 for all (r, x)e£. Corollary 2 follows from
the fact that if v is an («+1)-vector and (f°, x°)g9£, then dût0, x°) + /w, F)/h
->-0 as h—>+0 if and only if A-y^O for all outward normals A to £ at
it0, x°). This can be verified by considering, for small h>0, the unique
point (th, xh)eF nearest to the point it0, x°)+hv and, if these points do not
coincide, the unit vector AAin the direction it0, x°)+hv —ith, xh), so that
Ah is an outward normal to £ at ith, xh).
Remark.
In Corollary 2, the condition that £is convex can be relaxed
to the condition that, for every (/0, x0)e£, the intersection of £ and a
small ball in £2 with (i0, x0) as center is convex; correspondingly, the
definition of outward normal can be "localized".
2. On a theorem of Wazewski. In this section, we obtain Theorems 3
and 4, analogues of a result of Wazewski. In these theorems, the set of
egress (=strict egress) points is replaced by other sets (and, in particular,
it is not required that an egress point be a strict egress point). Here, k,
a, ß denote indices on the ranges
\<:k^p

+ q;

l^oL^p;

p+l

<:ß ^p+q,

where p^O, q^O, p+q>0
(with the understanding
means that the indices a or ß do not occur).
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is continuous.

(H2) V.Qr+E1 is of class C1 with the properties that
(1)

O0 = {(?, x) e Q:Lk(t, x)< 0 for 1 = k £p + q]

is a nonempty open set with a boundary

U IP relative to £2, where

IP = {(t, x) e Q n Ù°:Lk(t, x) = 0 and V{t, x) = 0

fotl£j<p

+ q},

and that

(3)

L\t, x) = 0 on IP,

Z/(r, x) = 0 on IP.

Let Q be the set

(4)

6 = un«-u
a

n',
ß

and S a nonempty compact set satisfying S^DPuQ, and Sng is not a
retract of S but is a retract of Q. (When strict inequalities hold in (3),
Q is the set of egress [=strict egress] points of £2° (Wazewski, cf. [2,

Lemma 3.1, p. 281]).)
(H3) I=I(t, x) is the set of indices k (if any) such that (t, x)elP and
Lk(t, x)=0. If I(t, x) is not empty, then
(5)

L* x)(t, x), Ice/,

are linearly independent.

(H3') Or, more generally,

(6)

Lkt,x)(t,x)*0

for fee/(r,x);

if Ia=Ia(t, x), Ib=Ih{t, x) are the sets of indices k=x,
neither Ia nor Ib is empty, then

(7)

ß in 7(r, x) and if

span{L?¡i¡c)(í,x), a e /„} n span{Lf(i„(i, x), /? e 76} = {0}.

Theorem 3. Assume (HJ, (H2), (H3) or (H3'). 77ien iAere is a point
(t0, xQ)eS and a solution of the initial value problem
(8)

x'=/(r,x),

x(?0) = x0,

such that (t, x(t))eÙa on its right maximal interval of existence.

This is an analogue of a theorem of Wazewski (cf. e.g., [2, Corollary
3.1, p. 282]) in which strict inequalities are required in (3), so that 7(r, x)
is empty for all (t, x), and Ü0 is replaced by £2°in the conclusion. Actually,
we shall deduce Theorem 3 from this result of Wazewski.

Lemma 1. Assume (HI), (H2) and (H3'). Then there exist continuous
htí:Q.-*E1, h:Q,-+En with the properties that

(9)

|Aol= h

W^ h
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and, for 0<«^1,
(10)

L"\t, x) > 0 on IP,

Lß\t, x)< 0 on IP,

where the meaning of the asterisk is given by

(11) L* = £((1 + eh0) + Lx-(f+£h)

= L + s(Lth0 + Lx-h),

so that L* is the trajectory derivative of L with respect to the autonomous
system

(12)

dxjds —f{t, x) + eh(t, x),

dt/ds = 1 + sh0(t, x).

Proof of the Lemma 1. Let c=a or c=b. If Ic=Ic(t°, x°) is notempty,
consider the cone

cc = [v= 2 wjtjf* x°)-h= °>ke 'elIt follows from (6) that if (tu xJeQP is sufficiently near to (r°, x°) and
w0=(t1—1°, Xj—x0), then

w0 ■Lft_x)(t°,x°) < 0

for/ce7(i°,x0).

Consider the section Sc={v:vw0= — l, veCc} of the cone Cc, so that Sc
is the convex hull of the set of vectors
{A, = -L%,x)(t°,

x»)/h<0• Lkt,x)(t°, x»), k e /„}.

Let 7c0 be the set of indices kelc such that {Aj.:A:e7c0}are the extreme
points of Sc, so that if veSc, then v has a unique representation v= 2 AfcAs,
/ce7c0, A^O, 24=1In particular, if jeIcl=Ic-IcQ, then £?'(,*,(/», x°)
has a representation of the form

!?«..,(«•,
x»)= 2 A,£ft,„(i°,x°),

A:e 7c0,A,= 0, 2 A,> 0.

The vectors
(13)

Ak, k e 7c0, are linearly independent.

For suppose that some nontrivial linear combination
write

(i4)

2 CA=0,

and

2' C*A*
- - 2" C*A*>

where 2'> 2" denote the sums over the indices kelc0 for which Cj._0, cfc<0.

Multiplying (14) scalarly by w0gives 2' Cj= —2" ck>0. If (14) is divided
by this positive number, the result can be written in the form

2'A¿At= 2" ^A*' whereA¿,A£= 0, Y % = T" A£= 1.
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But this contradicts that fact that {Ak, kelc0} is the set of extremal points

ofSe.
When Ic=Icit0, x0) is empty, let Ic0 be the empty set. Put/cl = /c—Ie0,
I0=Ia0Ulb0, h=IaiSJlbl in any case, so that I=IaUlb=ra0(JlalUlb<)(Jlbl=

/qU/j are disjoint unions (of possibly empty sets). When lit0, x°) is not

empty, it follows from (7) and (13) that

(15)

Lfí,«)(í°,x°), k e /„ = 70(i°,x°), are linearly independent.

Hence there exists a scalar g0it°, x°) and an «-vector git0, x°) satisfying

(16)

Lfg0+ LI ■g - 1,

Lfg0 + Lf • g = -1

at it0, x°) for a, j8e/0(i°, x°). Let 7V(i°,x°)<=Q be an open ball with center
(i°, x°), radius so small and c=c{t°, x°)>0 so small that (i) L%¡X)it,x),
kel0it°, x°), are linearly independent on Nit0, x°), so that (16) has continuous solutionsg0it, x)=g0it,x; t°, x°), git, x)=g(t, x; t°, x°) on Nit0, x°)

for oc,ßel0it°, x°);-(ii) if (i°, x°)fUk, then L\t, x)<0 on Nit0, x°) and if
(i0,x°)eIP, k$Iit°,x°),
(iii) g0, g and c satisfy

(17)

then \Lk\>c\Lktg0+Lkxg\

c\g0\,c\g\^\

on /V(r°,x0); finally

on/V(/°,x°).

Condition (ii), (16), and the definition of/0=/o0U/()0 imply that Lkit, x)<0
on Nit0, x°) if (/°, x°)^nfc and that
Lk + eciLkg0 + Lk-g)>0

[or <0]

on IP n iV(t0, x°)

if k = a

[or k = ß]

and (r°, x°)6n*, 0<e^l
(whether or not kelit0, x0)).
The set £={(i, x)e£i:/(i, x) is not empty} is closed relative to £2.
Choose a sequence of points (rm, xm)e£, w=l, 2, • ■• , such that /YjU
N2Kj ■• ■, where Nm = Nitm, xm), is a cover of £. Correspondingly,
c™= c(r,

xm), gm0(i, x)=g0(i,

On the open set 7V0=Q-£,

x; im, xm),

and

gm{t, x)=git,

let

x; rm, xm).

let g00(i, x)=0, g°it, x)=0, c°=0; so that

L* + ec°iLk ■g00 + L* • g°) = ¿* > 0 [or <0]

on n* n iV0

if k = a [or k = /9J.
Let <£°(/,x), (^(f, x), • • • , be a continuous partition of unity subordinate
to the open cover TYqUAjU • • • , of Í2, and put
h0(t, x) = 2

cmgm0it, x)<pmit, x),

hit, x) = 2

cmgmit, x)<pmit, x).

The inequalities (9) are implied by (17) and g00=0, g°=0. In order to
verify (10), let (/■>,
x°)=(im, xm) in (18), multiply (18) by <f>m,
sum with
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respect to m=\,

2, • ■■, and add the result to (19) multiplied by <f>°.In
this way, we obtain (10).
Proof of Theorem 3. Consider the system of differential equations

(20)

x' = [f{t, x) + eh(t, x)]/[l + eh0(t, x)],

equivalent to (12). [2, Corollary 3.1, p. 282] implies that there exists a
point (te, xe)eS and a solution x=xE(t) of the system (20) such that
xe(/c)=xe and (r, x£(i))eQ° on its right maximal interval of existence.
From the compactness of S, it follows that there exist a (t0, x0)e5,
an co on 0<co_oo, and a sequence e(l)>£(/)>
• • • , such that e(m)->-0
and x(/)=Iim xe(m)(r) exists uniformly on compact intervals of 0_i<co
as m—>-oo,x=x(t) is a solution of (8), and 0_i<co is its right maximal
interval of existence; cf. [2, Theorem 3.2, pp. 14-15]. This proves

Theorem 3.
Let F<=En+1 be a convex set with a nonempty interior £°. Let {t, x)edF
and ^V(t, x) the set of outward normal vectors A to £ at (t, x). Then
^V(t, x) is a closed, convex cone (i.e., Al5 A2eJ/"(t, x) implies that AjAj-fX2A2eJf{t, x) for A1;A2_0). A vector AejV(t, x) will be called extremal
if A?^0 and the only line segment mj\r{t, x) with A as interior point is on
the ray AA, A_0. Let ¿Ve{t, x) be the set of unit, extremal, outward
normal vectors to £at (t, x)edF.
(Al) Qcf"+1 is open,/:Q—>-£" is continuous, and v=v(t,x) is the
(n+1)-vector

(21)

v = v(t,x) = (l,f(t,x)).

(A2) £c£2 is closed relative to £2; the interior £° of £ is not empty;
and, for every (t0, x0)e£, there is a ball 2=2(i0, x0)c:£2 with center
(t0, x0) such that £nS is convex.

(A3) Introduce the sets

Jf [or^TJ = {(i, x, A):AeJ^(t, x) [or Ae/f.O, x)], (/, x)ea£n£2},
^re^J^czQxEn+1.

Define by the projection £:J/'^9£nO,

P(t, x, A) = (t, x) for (t, x, A) e JV.
Suppose that the set Jft, which is closed relative to £2x£"+1, can be
written as a disjoint union i^u/^
such that (i) A^el, jVe2 are closed
relative to £ix£n+1; (ii) we have the inequalities

(22)

A • v(t, x) = 0 [or =0]

for (t, x, A) e J^el [or JV\2] ;

(iii) for fixed (/, x)E3£nQ, the closed convex cones Cx{t, x) [or C2{t, x)]
generated by {A}, (/, x, A)E^rie [or *4r2e] have only A=0 in common.
(Note that if JTe{t, x) is connected for some (/, x)e3£nQ, thenyTe(r, x)<=

<Arjef°rJ=l ovj=2.)
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(A4) Let Q^dFCiü. be the set-theoretic difference

(23)

Q = PjVu - PJ^2e,

S a nonempty compact subset of £°Uß such that SnQ is a retract of Q

but not of S.
Theorem 4. Assume (A1)-(A4). Then there is a point (i0, x0)eS and a
solution of the initial value problem

(24)

x'=fit,x),

such that it, x(i))e£on

x(r0) = x0,

its right maximal interval of existence.

The proof parallels that of Theorem 3. We first obtain
Lemma 2. Assume (A1)-(A4). Then there exists a continuous u:D.->-En+1
with the properties that \u{t, x)|^| and

(25)

A • u(t, x) > 0 [or <0] for it, x, A) eJ^el [or.A^J.

Proof of Lemma 2. Let (r°, x°)e9£n£2. Since the closed convex
cones C1(í°, x°), C2(i°, x°) in (A3) have only the point A=0 in common,
there exists an («+l)-vector
w(i0, x°) such that |«(i°, x°)|^|
and
A-M(f°,x°)>0 [or <0] for 0^ AeC^i0, x°) [or C,(i°, x0)]. Also, since
the sets Jf e, Jf eX,^Ve2 are closed relative to Q x £"+1, it follows that, for
a sufficiently small open neighborhood Ar=7Y(i°, x°)cQ of (r°, x°),

A-uit°, x°)>0 [or <0] for O^AeQff, x) [or C2(/, x)], it,x)edFC\N.
The proof can now be completed by using a partition of unity relative to
anopencover{Arm=7\f(r,xm)},/7i = l,2, • • • , of d£nQand/V0=Q-d£,
as in the proof of Lemma 1.
Proof of Theorem 4. Let u=uit, x) be given in Lemma 2 and write
u=ih0,h), where h^.d-^E1, /z:Í2->-£". For 0<£^1, consider the differential equation

(26)

x' =fit,

If ve=vtit, x)=(l,/E(/,

(27)

x) = [fit, x) + shit, x)]/[l + eh0it, x)].
x)), then, by (22) and (25),

A • veit, x) > 0 [or <0]

for (i, x, A) eJ^u

[or JTU],

since A-i;£=(A-î;-|-£A-m)/(1-|-£«0).
If AeJS~eit°, x°), it0, x°)edFr\Q, and K-A<0, then the point (r°,x°)+
hV$F for small -/2>0. In particular, A-ye(r°, x°)<0 when (i°, x°, A)e
Jf2e implies that (/°, x°)e?Ji2e is not an egress point of £° relative to the
differential equation (26). In fact, the set of egress points of £° relative
to (26) is Q in (23), and every egress point is a strict egress point; cf. e.g.,

the proof of [2, Lemma 3.1, p. 281].
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We claim that there exists a (tc, xe)eS such that (26) has a solution
x=xE(/) satisfying xE(tc)=x,. and (/, x£(î))e£° on its right maximal interval
of existence. This follows from a theorem of Wazewski (cf. [2, Theorem
2.1, p. 279]) if the solutions of initial value problems associated with (26)
are unique. If this uniqueness property does not hold, we can obtain the
same conclusion by approximating/^
for fixed e>0, by smooth functions;

cf. the proof of [2, Corollary 3.1, p. 282]. Finally, we obtain Theorem 4
by using a suitable sequence e=e(l)>e(2)>

• • • , e(m)—>-cc, as in the

proof of Theorem 3.
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